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Abstract Gender is an essential determinant of health and illness. Gender awareness in doctors contributes to equity and equality in health and aims towards better health for men and women. Nevertheless, gender has largely been ignored in medicine. First, it is stated that medicine was ‘gender blind’ by not considering gender whenever relevant. Secondly, medicine is said to be ‘male biased’ because the largest body of knowledge on health and illness is about men and their health. Thirdly, gender role ideology negatively influences treatment and health outcomes. Finally, gender inequality has been overlooked as a determinant of health and illness. The uptake of gender issues in medical education brings about specific challenges for several reasons. For instance, the political-ideological connotations of gender issues create resistance especially in traditionalists in medical schools. Secondly, it is necessary to clarify which gender issues must be integrated in which domains. Also, some are interdisciplinary issues and as such more difficult to integrate. Finally, schools need assistance with implementation. The integration of psychosocial issues along with biomedical ones in clinical cases, the dissemination of literature and education material, staff education, and efforts towards structural embedding of gender in curricula are determining factors for successful implementation. Gender equity is not a spontaneous process. Medical education provides specific opportunities that may contribute to transformation for medical schools educate future doctors for future patients in
future settings. Consequently, future benefits legitimize the integration of gender as a qualitative investment in medical education.
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**Introduction**

In the past decades, the women’s lay movement has criticized the medical profession by stating that women’s health care was substandard (e.g. Rosser 1994; Doyal 1995; Lagro-Janssen and Noordenbos 1997). Critics exposed gender bias in medicine by pointing towards several issues.

Firstly, medicine was accused of being ‘gender-blind’ by not taking gender under consideration whenever relevant. Secondly, it is said that medicine is ‘male-biased’ or ‘androcentric’ because the body of knowledge on health and illness is predominantly about men and their health. A third issue critics pointed to is the way doctors’ gender-role ideology negatively influenced treatment and health outcomes. And fourthly, despite the growing body of evidence on gender differences in health, gender inequality is overlooked as a determinant of health.

Interestingly, medicine has not completely ignored gender issues; women’s reproductive health issues for instance received a lot of attention. Besides, women patients have been excluded from medical research because of specific female features. Patients have been treated substandard not only because there health needs are not met due to lack of resources or knowledge, but also because they are faced with negative gender stereotypes. Inequalities between men and women are not just reflected within the institution of scientific medicine, but it is stated that medical knowledge and practice also serve to create and maintain gender divisions in society (Doyal 1994 in Wong 1998). Incorporating gender issues in medical education as well as in medical practice, researching and publishing on gender issues without criticizing the backgrounds of this process is not sufficient to change gender bias in practice.

For a long time, gender bias in medicine has hardly been recognized (Zelek et al. 1997). Ruiz and Verbrugge (1997) stated that there are two ways in which health care provision and research may be gender biased. Firstly, there is the assumption that health determinants for women and men are similar when they are not, and secondly, there is the assumption that differences exist when in fact there are similarities (Ruiz and Verbrugge 1997). Gender bias leads to substandard health care for both men and women and to the waste of scarce resources (Doyal et al. 2003). The primarily biomedical focus of health professionals is a consequence of gender-bias in medical training curricula (Jimenez and Poniatowski 2004). Aim of this article is to provide insight in gender bias in medicine and of the role of medical education in the establishment of gender awareness in medicine.

Gender is an essential determinant of social outcomes, including health. Besides, gender can be separated neither from biology nor from other social identifiers as ethnicity, culture, age or social economic class. For instance, it is stated that the largest contributors of ethnic differences are related to social determinants of health such as level of education, socioeconomic disadvantages, and working in jobs which threaten occupational health (Betancourt et al. 2003). Although the impact of ethnic differences or socioeconomic status on health can hardly be underestimated, gender does play a pivotal role within these
social stratifiers. Differences between men and women are much more influenced by biology than the differences between ethnic or socioeconomic groups (Sen et al. 2002).

Gender health issues can be defined as diseases or conditions unique to, more prevalent in, or more serious in men or in women, including diseases for which manifestations, risk factors, interventions differ in men and in women. Hence, besides the fact that the gaps in knowledge—and the way women and men have been sidelined in specific areas—need to be addressed, awareness of gender issues includes the elaboration of differences and similarities between men and women. Gender issues in health and illness are often interdisciplinary and hence, the biomedical reductionist framework is insufficient to understand these issues. Partial perspectives in this field limit medical knowledge (Hoffman 2000; Rosser 1994). Increasing knowledge of gender issues not only corrects the mentioned historical wrongs, but should also result in more effective interventions (Pinn 2003; Doyal et al. 2003) and the translation of recommendations into practical guidelines is essential (Sen et al. 2002).

Gender issues in the provision of health care exist as well. For instance, results from studies conducted in the United States suggest that female physicians have a more egalitarian style in communicating with patients and feel a stronger sense of responsibility towards disadvantaged patients (e.g. Hall and Roter 1998; Zimmerman and Hill 2000). Meaningful input of women in research and policies is found important because women often have different priorities, needs, interests and resources (UN 2002) which may help to resolve gender bias.

Gender awareness means that health professionals have a gender-sensitive attitude as well as the knowledge of and insight in the full meaning of gender in health and illness. Besides, health providers have the skills to apply their insights to medical practice. In short, gender awareness means that gender is recognised and incorporated as an essential determinant of health and illness. In this paper, firstly the distinction between the concepts of sex and gender and the meaning of these concepts for health and illness are elaborated. Secondly, several components of gender bias are explored. Thirdly, we argue that medical education plays a pivotal role in bridging the gap from gender bias to gender awareness in medicine.

Sex and gender

In medicine, the terms ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ are often used synonymously. However, in women’s studies literature—derived from the social sciences—both terms are used as distinctive concepts. ‘Sex’ refers to biological differences between men and women, i.e. chromosomes, internal and external sex organs and secondary sex characteristics as well as hormonal makeup. ‘Gender’ refers to how differences between men and women are constructed in different cultures (e.g. Hammarström 2003; Pinn 2003).

In women’s studies, biological explanations for differences between men and women are suspect because biology has long been abused to legitimize the submission of women, for instance because women were supposedly ruled by their bodily cycles (Horstman 1995). Lie (2002) argues that the concept of gender was not introduced to question biological difference as such, but rather to question biological explanations for social difference. The distinctive concepts of ‘sex’ and ‘gender’ evolved from the nature–culture debate, with the presumptions that sex is unchangeable, where gender is constructed, and as such amenable to change (Brouns 1995). However, it is stated that it is more difficult to change ideas about masculinity than to change hormone levels. The attribution of gender matters in medical education 137
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changeability to gender and genetic programmes to sex is challenged by several authors (e.g. Horstman 1995; Lorber and Moore 2002). Recently, evolutionary psychology has proposed biological explanations of behaviour by arguing anew that social constructions may have a biological origin (e.g. Taylor et al. 2000). However, the degree to which a health phenomenon is specifically social or biological cannot always be distinguished (Risberg et al. 2004). For instance, gender differences in responses to pain may be related to physiological mechanisms of the brain or to psychosocial factors or to both (Pinn 2003). Therefore, in medicine it is necessary that we include all features of sex and gender in order to get a clear understanding of health determinants (Phillips 2005).

Gender bias in medicine

In this section, four different forms of gender bias are elaborated: gender blindness, male bias, gender role ideology and gender inequality. Examples, with a specific focus on depression and coronary heart disease, are used to illustrate the key points of these four types of gender bias.

*Gender blindness*

Gender blindness—not taking gender under consideration when it is relevant—is exposed by the fact that women’s health issues in other domains besides reproduction have been overlooked. In clinical studies, female patients have been excluded for well-established reasons such as: (1) the confounding effects of female menstrual cycle on test results, thereby increasing complexity and costs of research; (2) the fear that the investigated treatment may affect female fertility or pregnancy, or; (3) a higher incidence of some diseases in men (Clark et al. 2002; Rosser 1994). Nevertheless, expected physiological similarities between men and women led to the extrapolation of research findings conducted in male populations to female patients. Hence, these studies result in medication inadequately tested in women subjects. Rosser states that this does not only ignore the fact that women may respond differently to drugs, it may also lead to less accurate models for male patients (Rosser 1994). She argues that it is possible that the female body with cyclic reproductive hormone levels provides a more accurate human model for most hormones. Bird and Rieker (1999) state that besides the fact that studying men does not generate generalisable results to women, these studies also fail to provide a clear picture of gender similarities in health and illness. Surely, without gender-disaggregated data a gender-analysis cannot even take place (Sen et al. 2002). Sex differences should be placed in their cultural, social and historical context and warrant periodical re-evaluation, because the direction and magnitude of sex differences in morbidity may vary according to the particular symptom or condition and according to patients’ life stages (Macintyre et al. 1996; Sen et al. 2002). It should be emphasized that male gender is included into gender-sensitive research as well.

Currently, a large body of evidence exposed sex differences in health and illness. Coronary heart disease (CHD) is among the fields in which an abundance of research has demonstrated differences between men and women (Westerstähl et al. 2003; Mosca et al. 2007). Women are on average 10 years older than men when they manifest heart disease and usually 20 years older at the time of their first myocardial infarction. Many women do not feel themselves at risk for CHD partly due to confusion created by mixed messages from the media (Mosca et al. 2007). In 2004, the American Heart Association (AHA)
published a first evidence-based guideline for the prevention of heart disease in women which was updated in 2007 (Mosca et al. 2007). Despite the large body of evidence on CHD in women, a recent study exposed that gender differences in coronary heart disease were not addressed in Dutch medical curricula (Verdonk et al. 2006).

**Male bias**

Male bias is defined as observer error exposed in medical research which follows from a male perspective and habit of thought (Pinn 2003; Doyal et al. 2003). Male bias has had consequences on the choice and definitions of problems that are studied, the methodology used to collect and interpret data, as well as theories and conclusions drawn from data (Rosser 1994). Therefore, a larger body of knowledge exists in traditionally men’s diseases such as coronary heart disease than in traditional women’s diseases—besides reproductive health issues—like for instance rheumatism. Disease occurring more often in women is also considered less important. In a recent Norwegian study, physicians and medical students ranked coronary heart disease number one on a list of 38 different diseases from important to unimportant whereas arthritis ranked number 27 (Album and Westin 2008).

Low prestige is attached to diseases not located in or around a specific organ, diseases developing slowly instead of hitting abruptly, and with long duration. Characteristics of patients having the disease may play a role in the allocation of prestige: ‘the fact that the typical patient is a woman could be among the factors involved’ (p. 187). Coronary heart disease is still considered a male disease. In a recent study in primary care conducted in the UK, the view was supported that knowledge about female heart disease is not yet fully integrated into ‘received medical wisdom’ (Adams et al. 2007). In their study, physicians were shown standardized videotaped vignettes and physicians took account of patients’ age when diagnosing CHD symptoms in men but not in women.

Relegating women’s health issues to reproductive health and pregnancy-related illness confirmed the social construction of women as mothers and wives (Davis 1988; Nicolette and Jacobs 2000; Searle 1998). For instance, looking from a male point of view in biology led to the dogma that women were seen as the passive recipients and carriers of men’s offspring (Fausto-Sterling 2000). On the other hand, the relegation of reproductive health to women’s health lead to gaps in evidence-based knowledge on men’s reproductive health problems. For instance, there is lacking knowledge of psychosocial aspects of prostate cancer. Contrary to the research of breast cancer and female gender identity, there is little research into the effect of prostate cancer on male gender identity (Kiss and Meryn 2001). As regards mental health, the relegation of women’s health issues to mental illness confirmed women’s supposedly mentally unfit position (Davis 1988). Moreover, it lead to lacking knowledge of mental illness in men. Despite the robustness of the finding—across cultures, methodologies and instruments—that depression occurs twice as often in women than in men (Bebbington 1996), some authors state that men may be overlooked in depression (Noordenbos 2007). Men may present depressive symptoms differently—or not present their depressive symptoms—and may mask a depression with alcohol abuse. Furthermore, DSM-IV diagnostic criteria may be gender-biased because they describe women’s symptoms better than men’s. Noordenbos (2007) states that the 2:1 sex ratio is caused by a discrepancy between masculinity beliefs and depressive symptoms; men would rather be diagnosed as burnout than as depressed, because determinants for burnout can be localized outside the individual, e.g. in work demands. In gender blindness, differences between men and women are overlooked because disease in men and women is supposedly
similar. Male bias is also expressed in the tendency to use men as the standard even in diseases affecting both men and women, but from a different perspective: male bias leads to the treatment of female symptoms as outliers of regular syndromes (Davis 1988; Hoffman 2000; Alexanderson et al. 1998). For instance, symptoms of women with CHD are viewed as atypical even though these symptoms may be more typical for women (Gijsbers van Wijk et al. 1996; Lagro-Janssen and Noordenbos 1997). Women’s health concerns such as heart disease, lung cancer, depression and abuse are leading causes of women’s death and disability. Nevertheless, Clark states that these topics are not covered well by either general medical journals or even by journals on women’s health, although the latter do provide a more balanced coverage addressing social concerns as well as biological and reproductive issues (Clark et al. 2002). Men’s health journals are new and studies to their coverage have not been conducted yet.

And finally, critics have stated that male bias lead to medicalisation by pathologising and treating female normal bodily functions and life stages. Examples are the presentation of menopause as a deficiency disease which should be treated with Hormone Replacement Therapy (Gijsbers van Wijk et al. 1996; Davis 1988) or feminist concerns about obstetric technologies (Doyal 1995; Gijsbers van Wijk et al. 1996).

**Gender-role ideology**

Gender-role ideology represents a health care worker’s attitude towards male and female patients and doctors (Verdonk et al. 2007a). Gender-role ideology plays a role in health care at several levels. First, doctors’ gender stereotyping towards patients may be seen as a risk factor for inadequate care. In a qualitative study conducted in Norway, it was found that nurses and physicians’ negative attitudes are especially directed towards female hospital patients in viewing them as more demanding because they ask too much information and communicate diffusely (Foss and Sundby 2003). Especially elderly female patients were described with frustration by physicians, because their request for care was at odds with the strive for efficiency. Health conditions of women are more often attributed to uncontrollable and unchangeable factors such as biology and emotions than the same health conditions in men, which are more often attributed to controllable factors such as behaviour (Benrud and Reddy 1998). Although there are negative implications for both genders, women may suffer more from this pattern, for instance when seeking care for ‘atypical’ cardiac symptoms (Lagro-Janssen and Noordenbos 1997). Situational aspects may elicit this aspect of gender bias. Underdiagnosis of CHD and underreferral to cardiologists was exposed among American medical students’ and residents when women presented typical CHD symptoms in the context of stressful life events (Chiaramonte and Friend 2006). Women however present more often than men with atypical symptoms, which means that those findings may underestimate gender bias in CHD diagnosis. In Adams et al. (2007) video-vignette study, doctors were more likely to look for psychological cues and search for psychological explanations for key CHD symptoms in women than for symptoms in men. Possibly, when presenting atypical symptoms, women may be even more disadvantaged.

Secondly, unawareness of gender-specific communication styles may lead to communication problems in the physician–patient relationship (Bylund and Makoul 2002). Research points towards gender differences in the presentation of health complaints with female patients referring more often to their social context than male patients (e.g. Bylund and Makoul 2002) and men referring more often to their body as a technical device (Mansfield et al. 2003). This may result in the perception that women’s health problems
have social or psychological origins and that women are more demanding. For men, undermedicalisation of mental health problems may exist for instance in depression (Noordenbos 2007). With this possibility in mind, the perception that male hospital patients are less difficult to communicate with is disquieting (Kilmartin 2005; Foss and Sundby 2003). Doctors may not perceive men’s depressive symptoms because they are not incorporated in the body of ‘received’ medical knowledge. Gender role ideology is an obstacle for doctors to perceive depression in men; doctors’ lacking knowledge a consequence of male bias in research and training.

Thirdly, the pursuit for masculinity or femininity may lead to actual gender differences in health problems. For instance, specific male social roles and expectations as regards risk-taking behaviour may result in disability or premature death or may lead to men’s underreport of symptoms or denial of illness, to delay in seeking care, or refusal of treatment (Courtenay 2000; Moynihan 1998; Lorber and Moore 2002; Mansfield et al. 2003; White and Cash 2004; Noordenbos 2007; Christianson et al. 2007). Differences exist in the way masculinities and femininities impact on health. Gender roles and expectations vary greatly across for instance contexts, cultures, socio-economic groups, and age.

Finally, gender stereotyping can be presented as a linguistic issue as well (Bowker 2001). Sexist language is not only a symptom of underlying sexism, but language has the capability of shaping concepts which may lead to bias in the theory itself (Rosser 1994). In a study on medical language for special purpose among professionals, the terminology of infertility is described to establish the nature and current degree of gender insensitivity (Bowker 2001). In some men, the immune system effectively destroys the sperm as soon as they are produced, which is typically described as autoimmunity or sperm antibodies. However, a woman who develops antibodies against her partner’s sperm in her cervical mucus has the condition mucus hostility or cervical hostility. There are no reasons why men could not be described as having hostile sperm, or why women could not be described as producing sperm antibodies (Bowker 2001). Gender awareness means that besides establishing an integrative view of gender health issues by addressing biological, reproductive and social issues, gender stereotypes—old and new ones, and towards men and women—need to be targeted as well.

**Gender inequality**

Inequality between men and women is a serious barrier for both men and women to reach their full health potential and several gender-based inequities in the provision of health care are revealed (WHO 2001; Sen et al. 2002; Phillips and Ferguson 1999; Gijsbers van Wijk et al. 1996; Lagro-Janssen and Noordenbos 1997). In 1995, objectives towards gender equality were adopted by the United Nations Beijing Platform for Action (UN 1995). For instance, governments need to promote research and disseminate information on women’s health (WHO 2001). Objectives mainly focused on women’s health involving emotional, social and physical well being and which is determined by the social, the political and economic context of women’s lives as well as by biology. Later, it became apparent that health should be viewed in the perspective of gender relations (WHO 2002). Currently, broader processes of change are advocated and gender equality is defined as a developmental aim because it contributes to the achievement of other objectives, such as better quality of care and efficiency (UN 2002; Doyal 2000; Doyal et al. 2003). The risks following from men’s pursuit to be masculine, or to avoid being feminine, may not only influence male morbidity and mortality but might have an impact on women’s health status.
as well (Sabo 1999). For instance, masculine norms about risk-taking prevent men from adopting safe sex practices which endangers their own as well as women’s health. A recent study conducted in Sweden among young women and men between 18 and 24 years old tested negative for HIV revealed that responsibility for testing was a gendered issue (Christianson et al. 2007). For young women, testing seemed ‘natural’, whereas boys’ sense of irresponsibility for testing was viewed as ‘masculine’. Young men never considered themselves as transmitters of HIV whereas young women worried about contamination (Christianson et al. 2007). In general, the construction of masculinity does not promote self-nurturing attitudes among males and may, thus, place an unfair burden on women for maintaining men’s health as well their own (Sabo 1999). This process is called ‘reciprocality’. In positive gendered health synergies, favourable health processes or outcomes are promoted by the pattern of gender relations, whereas unfavourable processes or outcomes are associated with negative gendered health synergies (Sabo 1999).

Gender equality may be defined as the absence of discrimination on the basis of a person’s sex in opportunities, in the allocation of resources and benefits, or in access to services (WHO 2002). Gender equity means that gender differences in needs and power should be identified and the imbalance between the genders must be addressed and rectified (WHO 2001). Although equality under the law and in economic opportunities is served best within a sex- and gender-neutral manner, in health care equity means a respect for difference without losing sight on gender inequality (Hoffman et al. 2000; Sen et al. 2002). In the World Health Organizations’ ‘Gender Policy’, rationales for integrating a gender perspective in their work are given (WHO 2002). To contribute to better health for women and men, the integration of gender considerations must become standard practice in all policies and programmes of WHO. Complementary policies towards achieving gender equality in staffing are also necessary. This approach aiming towards gender equity and equality is called ‘gender mainstreaming’. Women and men should benefit equally from all aspects of an organisation’s activities in which individual talents can be developed irrespective of sex (Doyal et al. 2003; Stevens and van Lamoen 2001). Gender mainstreaming is viewed as mostly effective towards gender equity (WHO 2001).

Women’s health advocates as well as the WHO have propelled the incorporation of sex and gender factors in research design and the inclusion of women in clinical studies to provide basic fundamentals for gender-specific health care (e.g. WHO 2001; van Mens-Verhulst and Moerman 2002; Pinn 2003; Bekker 2003; Phillips 2005; Hammarström 2007). A diversion of scientists with regard to gender, age, ethnicity, class or sexual orientation is necessary to prevent the perspective of one group to bias research design, approaches, subjects, and interpretations (Rosser 1994). Besides, medical language should reflect changing norms (Bowker 2001). And finally, Im and Meleis (2001) state that gender-sensitive theories in medicine are based on the acknowledgment and affirmation of gender equity and diversity, on the premises that women and men are affirmed as individuals and that both genders should have options and control over their own bodies. Gender awareness—a gender-sensitive attitude and knowledge and insight in the full meaning of gender for health and illness—explicitly incorporates the acknowledgement of existing gender inequalities and aims towards gender equity.

Gender mainstreaming in medical education

In a gender-specific medical curriculum students have gained knowledge and insight into the meaning of gender in health and illness and have learnt to apply this insight to medical
practice (Zelek et al. 1997). The incorporation of gender issues is necessary to establish a gender perspective in medical education, which aims towards gender awareness in future doctors. A gender-specific medical curriculum is a prerequisite for a gender-specific health care and is a catalyst for reform towards social change (e.g. Bickel 2001; Verdonk et al. 2006).

Despite the large body of evidence, for instance in CHD, gender issues do not enter medical practice and education spontaneously. So far, medical curricula have not been transformed nor by the growing research on women’s health issues neither by the growing numbers of female students in medical school. Medical education still lacks coverage of issues pertaining to women in teachings about certain disorders (male bias), lack of female subjects in medical research (gender blindness), cross-discipline aspects of women’s health (gender inequality) thereby still exposing gender bias (Weisman 2000; Verdonk et al. 2006). Subtle gender bias may be apparent in classroom gender stereotypes and in education material (gender role ideology). For instance, Alexanderson et al. (1998) performed a gender analysis of medical textbooks and concluded that a male norm is apparent and that gender differences are concealed. Medical teachers have a responsibility to select literature and—if necessary—offer complementary teaching material and methods (Alexanderson et al. 1998; Nicolette and Jacobs 2000).

Disregard for gender in the curriculum affects not only health care provision towards patients, but it affects men and women in the workforce as well. Gender sensitizing curricula may affect gender equality in specialties traditionally seen as the domain of men, such as surgery, or traditionally seen as the domain of women, such as paediatrics (Reichenbach and Brown 2004). In addition to curricular issues, medical students learn respect for patients through the way in which gender issues are addressed within their own school (Zimmerman and Hill 2000). These authors state that medical education creates precedents for gender bias by the extent to which there is an atmosphere of respect (or disrespect) towards women and minorities. Indicators for this respect are evidently apparent in medical curricula as well as in the composition of the workforce. In conclusion, gender bias has relevance to medical education and a transformation of values and norms towards gender awareness is necessary (Sen et al. 2002).

Medical education provides specific opportunities that may contribute to transformation; doctors are educated for future patients in all possible social contexts. In the literature, several model programs and course evaluations as regards gender issues have been described (e.g. Rogers and Henrich 2003; Wainer 2003). Furthermore, initiatives on the internet aim to disseminate gender-specific education material, provide web-enabled curricula or formulate objectives for women’s health care competencies (e.g. Mans et al. 2006; Gender and Health Collaborative Curriculum Project n.d.; APGO n.d.).

To establish inclusive curricula, several models are proposed for addressing gender and multicultural issues in higher education: (1) a separate-course model as an addition to the existing curriculum; (2) area-of-concentration model for those who aim to work with specific groups; (3) an interdisciplinary model with courses in other disciplines, or; (4) the integration model in which courses are reviewed and modified according to comments from experts in the field (Davis-Russel 2003). The integration model overcomes weaknesses of the other models: it permits intensive study and does not depend on students electing to take the course. But the integration model also the most difficult to implement as it requires commitment of all involved. Integrating gender—gender mainstreaming—in medical education is the strategic weaving of gender issues across medical education, whenever relevant, and tailored to specific settings.
Although many interdisciplinary topics—such as pharmacology, nutrition, or other social issues as ethnicity, age and economic class—face similar barriers in trying to surmount the boundaries of medical disciplines, implementing gender issues in medical education brings about specific challenges. This is among other reasons due to: (1) institutional resistance to change; (2) uncertainty about which gender issues should be included in a curriculum, and; (3) a lack of practical guidelines for implementation (Henrich 2004). These issues are addressed in the next paragraphs.

Resistance to change

Gender issues may evoke resistance which is due to political-ideological connotations of gender matters (Verdonk et al. 2005). In a qualitative study of students’ resistance to gender issues in teacher education, Titus (2000) distinguished four postures ranging from deny to dismay. Denial is apparent when students feel that they would have noticed from their personal experience that gender inequality existed, and since they do not notice gender inequality, it must not exist. Gender issues may also be discounted within the hierarchical scale of worthwhile knowledge. Distancing is when problems are blamed on an unchangeable factor. Dismay occurs when confusion is overwhelming and no solutions are seen (Titus 2000). A qualitative study conducted in Sweden on medical students’ attitudes towards gender issues revealed that including gender in medical curricula meets the needs of female students more than those of male students and that female students found gender issues more interesting and important (Hamberg and Johansson 2006). Likewise, Risberg et al. (2003) found an interaction between gender and specialty as to whether medical teachers found gender important in professional relationships; especially male physicians from the surgical group assessed gender significantly as less important than female physicians.

At the organizational level, it is stated that traditionalists in medical school—who perceive health as the absence of disease—form an obstacle for change. They are perceived to be the greatest barrier for implementing gender issues by preserving boundaries and maintaining traditional beliefs of reductionism and objectivity (Searle 1998; Nicolette and Jacobs 2000). The attitude that medical knowledge is neutral and objective however does not hamper the uptake of (biomedical) sex difference, but these issues indeed risk to be cut loose from their gendered origins. ‘Objective’ biomedical aspects of gender issues may then disappear into seemingly neutral but superficial and biased knowledge (Henrich 2004; Verdonk et al. submitted). Therefore, it is important that the incorporation of gender issues is advanced by the intervention of current leadership in medical schools (Donoghue 2000; Verdonk et al. 2006). Institutional commitment is not only indicated by a high level of support by the dean and senior faculty, but also by the allocation of financial resources and time (Beck Weiss et al. 2000; Nicolette and Jacobs 2000).

The domains

Medical schools need a clearer insight in which gender issues are of specific relevance, for instance in coronary heart disease; pharmacology; domestic and sexual violence, sexuality and sexual problems; mental health issues like depression, posttraumatic stress disorder, anxiety disorders, and substance abuse, as well as; gender differences in communication styles and the intersection of gender with other social identifiers such as ethnicity or
socioeconomic status (e.g. Verdonk et al. 2005). These issues are major public health issues and gender plays a role at several levels, biologically and psychosocially. Obviously, relevant sex and gender differences apply to all medical disciplines (Beck Weiss et al. 2000). Still, they are specifically relevant in some. Besides the obvious link between women’s health issues and gynaecology/obstetrics, several other disciplines are mentioned in the literature as of specific suitability to communicate the importance of gender issues to students: (1) primary health care because of its multidisciplinary character (Weisman 2000); (2) internal medicine because it serves as a foundation for virtually all other clinical specialties and has a highly visible and valued place in medical school curricula (Nicolette and Jacobs 2000); (3) paediatrics because this would emphasize a social view of health (Searle 1998); (4) psychiatry because of the high prevalence and failures in recognition and treatment of psychiatric disorders (Brodkey and Shaw 2002); or (5) the clinical clerkships because focusing on women’s issues in one specialty runs the risk of linking issue recognition and problem solving to the domain of that specialty (Magrane et al. 2000). The integration of gender issues and women’s health issues in every discipline without having an overview on the whole curriculum runs the risk of transforming a gender gap in education into a gender overlap. Monitoring the issues addressed and at which moment in the curriculum is necessary but difficult. This problem however is not unique to gender issues and applies to other interdisciplinary issues as well.

Practical guidelines for implementation and facilitating factors

Besides discussing gender issues at a political level with faculty leadership, schools also need practical assistance with implementation. As mentioned, gender issues cut across disciplines. A gender-specific curriculum incorporates free-standing electives as well as an interdisciplinary curriculum, in which several disciplines take the lead in addressing gender issues within their domain (Magrane et al. 2000). Psychosocial issues along with biomedical ones can be incorporated in clinical cases and provide insight in the multidisciplinary aspects of gender issues in health (Beck Weiss and Levison 2000; Verdonk et al. 2005). Total curriculum reforms are not necessary, but institutions with case-based learning can more easily revise and write inclusive cases (Verdonk et al. 2006; Beck Weiss et al. 2000). Gender issues need to be incorporated into learning objectives to ensure minimal standards of students’ knowledge, attitudes and skills (APGO n.d.).

The integration of psychosocial aspects of gender issues into the biomedical curriculum offers a strategy to overcome student as well as staff resistance (Beck Weiss et al. 2000; Verdonk et al. 2005). The dissemination of research literature to medical teachers can be of a strategy to implement gender issues. However, providing gender-specific education material such as problem-based cases or audio-visual material and concrete recommendations to their own teaching material offer a better opportunity for integration (Verdonk et al. 2005, 2006; Mans et al. 2005, 2006). Education material helps to convince those who do not think gender has importance to medical education—by clarifying what is meant with integrating gender—or those who experience time and money constraints. Staff education is also important. Several studies exposed that women are more aware of gender than men, for instance among graduate students in education, medical students and staff in medical schools (Hansman et al. 1999; Verdonk et al. 2007a; Risberg et al. 2003, 2004; Hamberg and Johansson 2006). The active participation of men in discussing gender issues in medical education as well as the conscious leadership of senior academic women may prevent the maintenance of the status quo where gender issues are regarded as of secondary
importance (Wainer 2003; Westerståhl et al. 2003; Risberg et al. 2003; Hamberg and Johansson 2006; Verdonk 2007). Certainly, meetings about curricular gaps in gender issues with faculty leadership and course organizers is productive (Verdonk et al. 2005; Verdonk et al. 2006).

So far, we have focused on curricular change. However, gender issues relevant to students and staff themselves need to be addressed as well. Overall, medical education fails to recognize the salience of social categories by encouraging students to see themselves as socially neutral doctors (Beagan 2000). In spite of the assumption that doctors have no social identity, for instance female and male students do not necessarily have the same ideas about characteristics of the ideal physician (Verdonk et al. 2007b). Besides, harassment and gender stereotyping still detract from women medical students’ opportunities and education (Bickel 2001). Studies from Australia, the Netherlands, Finland and Sweden revealed that sexual harassment is still a widespread phenomenon in medical education, which is more often encountered by female students and negatively affects their psychological well-being (Eyres White 2000; van den Muijsenbergh and Lagro-Janssen 2005; Rautio et al. 2005; Larsson et al. 2003). Female physicians encounter types of contrapower harassment by patients that are unique to medical practice and medical education insufficiently prepares for these troubling situations; to some patients, the gender of the physician is more salient than occupational status, and female physicians’ sense of responsibility as a caretaker hampers them to take action against harassers (Schneider and Phillips 1997). Currently, sex discrimination also begins to occur against male health providers. Although in academic obstetrics/gynaecology leadership positions are still difficult to reach for women, the belief is increasing that women are more qualified to be obstetrician/gynaecologists because women share unique experiences (Adams 2003). This may result in the exclusion of men as obstetrician/gynaecologists. Additionally, men nurses face contradictory and complex situations of acceptance, mainly because the stereotype of men as sexual aggressors creates suspicion in situations where there is intimate touching (Evans 2002). Furthermore, gender plays a role in specialty choice (Reichenbach and Brown 2004; Johansson and Hamberg 2007).

**Programme effectiveness**

Sensitizing programmes result in positive attitude change in students. An evaluation of gender sensitivity in graduate students in education exposed that after specifically tailored courses, students’ attitudes towards gender equality were more favourable (Hansman et al. 1999). These findings also apply to students’ attitudes after taking women’s studies courses in psychology curricula (Case 2007; Yoder et al. 2007). Despite the fact that initially, groups differed in attitudes towards gender issues and gender equality, gender awareness increased in psychology students who followed gender sensitizing programme (Yoder et al. 2007). Furthermore, gender sensitizing courses may have an empowering effect on students themselves (Yoder et al. 2007). These studies evaluated the separate course model: elective or lone-standing courses in gender issues which are often unattractive to male students. Unfortunately, evaluations of the integrated model in medical education—or elsewhere—have hardly been conducted. In the Netherlands, a gender mainstreaming project was conducted from 2002 to 2005 in order to integrate gender health issues in all eight medical curricula. The evaluation of a project in one school revealed that gender can be successfully implemented when for instance (Verdonk et al. 2005): (1) concrete and directly executable recommendations are offered; (2) an enthusiastic trigger person within
the faculty keeps gender issues on the agenda; (3) recommendations are firmly embedded within the existing programme; (4) course organizers are involved in decision-making, and; (5) practical support is offered.

Conclusion

Although presently a large body of evidence exposed gender differences in health and illness, gender bias still shapes: (1) the way patients’ needs are met; (2) the coverage of gender issues in medical curricula; (3) definitions of diseases; (4) research topics; (5) coverage of issues in research and journals; as well as; (6) the segregation of male and female doctors in medical specialties and their prestige within the profession. Gender bias is also exposed in the shaping practice of making women different from or similar to men; depending on the circumstances, women are treated as reproductive beings or as bodies similar to those of men (Weisman 2000). This is an important issue exposing gender bias as an active, ongoing process instead of a historical deficit that can be resolved by increasing numbers of female doctors or by adding women’s health issues to the existing medical curriculum. But equity is not a spontaneous process (Bickel 2001). Social change is a necessity and the burden of change needs to be put on health professionals, not on patients (Lorber and Moore 2002).

Gender issues in health and illness need to be addressed in future doctors’ training. By creating awareness of gender differences and gender inequalities as determinants of health, especially medical education can make a (gender) difference in medicine. Successful implementation projects of gender issues in medical education deal with faculty and student resistance, clarify the domain, and offer practical assistance for the integration of gender. Innovative assessment in attitude training will be necessary to measure the values, attitudes, and skills of gender sensitive future doctors (Wong 1998). Gender issues must be well defined and incorporate biopsychosocial aspects, tailored to specific settings, and the dissemination needs to be advocated by faculty leadership (Verdonk et al. 2005). Simultaneously, traditionalists—not necessarily faculty leaders, yet often senior staff—are often perceived to be major obstacles for the implementation of gender issues, which poses specific challenges to implementation. Their maintenance of a reductionist perspective on medicine easily disappears gender from many health problems (Henrich 2004; Verdonk et al. submitted). Guidelines, incentives and disincentives, and audits need to be developed for a structural embedding of gender in medical education. If gender expertise within the faculty is unavailable, schools should be able to consult external experts. And last but not least, a curriculum is not gender-specific if the uptake of gender issues are not guarded by experts with a visible as well as valued place in medical school. Furthermore, successful implementation is not enough, for gender may again disappear from the curriculum (Sen et al. 2002). The monitoring of gender issues is necessary to warrant longitudinal gender-specific curricula.

Future doctors need the opportunity to discuss gender issues of importance to themselves, such as the opportunities within the medical profession and gender segregation within specialties, the glass ceiling, or male physicians’ wish to take up care responsibilities. Role modelling by faculty, with male faculty also taking up their duty to advocate gender awareness to medical students, must be of specific concern. And last but not least, it is up to faculty leadership to decide whether young physicians work in organisations with established policies for gender mainstreaming in health care and for workplace issues such as sexual harassment. Aspects of gender at all levels of the health care system need to be
incorporated into medical education. An investment in medical education is legitimized by future benefits for future patients, and puts responsibility on medical schools to actively reflect on this future.
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